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#connectingcoffee
WELCOME
JANET JOINED THE PROGRESO TEAM!

Janet Maate is located in the Western part of
Uganda, an Arabica-coffee producing region.
Janet has over 15 years of experience in
coffee, mainly as a coffee trader and an
extension worker, supporting cooperatives in
their business development. She has an eye
for quality and opportunities, always with the
farmers pursuing new avenues. Progreso is
delighted to have her on board supporting our
partners in Uganda.
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BEYOND COFFEE, WORLDWIDE COFFEE TRADING PLATFORM
NEW FEATURE:
CONTRACT VISUALISATION MAP
In June, we launched our new Beyco feature: the visualisation of contracts on our public
landing page! We presented this feature during our Beyco event, at the World of Coffee
2019 in Berlin. Many producer organizations were present to learn more about the
platform and we have also introduced this new Beyco feature to various interested
buyers!
Thanks to this new functionality, Beyco users can now show to the public which coffee
they are buying or selling and for what price. Contract visualisation is optional, and only
works when both buyer and seller allow the contract to become visible on the map.
If they both agree to show the contract, the public can see:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The type of coffee
The type of processing
The cupping score
The volume
The price paid for the coffee
Any differentials paid
The certifications

Progreso aims to facilitate coffee traceability and price transparency within the supply
chain. Instead of claiming that you pay a fair/high price, Beyco offers the possibility to
really show it. If you rely on transparency and traceability to achieve your company’s
sustainability mission and you are an innovator who believes change can be brought
about if you lead by example: make a profile on Beyco, trade your coffee and show it to
the world!
We are happy to announce that the first contracts are now visible on our landing page,
for example between buyer This Side Up and seller Argote Specialty Coffee. Check it out
on www.beyco.nl!
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LATEST NEWS
FROM THE CIRCULAR COFFEE FUND!
The Circular Coffee Fund is a non-profit collaboration between Progreso, This Side Up
Coffees and the Circular Coffee Collective that seeks smart savings made through circular
economy and invest these in sustainable coffee farming. The website has been renewed,
please have a look at www.circularcoffeefund.com
In our Spring newsflash, we mentioned that the Circular Coffee Fund teamed up with the
KIT, Royal Tropical Institute, to invest all savings from avoided disposable cups into
sustainable coffee farming practices. The KIT now stimulates its residents to choose
reusable cups over disposable cups. The savings for not using disposable cups will become
available as an input fund, for specific producer organisations Progreso is working with.
During the first month, the use of disposable cups at the KIT decreased with 33%!
We find it a great start and we hope to further increase this trend. We will continue to
monitor cup use until the end of this year and together with Henrik Siepelmeyer, we are
working to further improve our impact. If you would like to know more about the subject
of nudging, please read Henrik’s research.
Jeroen Brugman of This Side Up helped us creating our first video showcasing how the
Circular Coffee Fund works. The video was filmed at the charming café of Van Rossum’s
Koffie, the Circular Coffee Funds’ first member. You can access it through this link or visit
our website. Find out how easy it is to join our movement and let us know what you think!
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#connectingmarkets
2019 WORLD OF COFFEE
IN BERLIN
One day prior to the World of Coffee in Berlin last June, part of the Progreso team attended
the “Producer Crossover” event, organized by This Side Up and Coffee Circle. During that
day, there were presentations and discussions about the current crisis concerning the world
coffee price, and the rise of specialty robusta. Isabel presented Beyco in a panel session
about Technology and Price Transparency.

At the World of Coffee, the Progreso team was accompanied by representatives of 12
producer organizations from Peru, Colombia, Nicaragua, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda, Myanmar
and Indonesia. We introduced them to coffee buyers and roasters to establish new market
linkages to sell their coffees. They also learned about coffee roasting, coffee making and
coffee cupping.
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The manager of Kagaari North Cooperative in Kenya did a nice experiment where she first
had her own coffee roasted in a new roasting machine, then grinded and made into a
delicious espresso.
Together with our Beyco developers, we organized a presentation workshop to help
producer organizations to register on our coffee platdorm, and to present our new feature
which enables Beyco users to visualize their contract on our public map.

Finally, the World of Coffee was a good opportunity to meet with (potential) Progreso
partners and discuss existing and new collaboration.
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2019 SPECIALTY COFFEE TRANSPARENCY COLLOQUIUM
IN ATLANTA
After the World of Coffee, Isabel went to
Atlanta for the 2019 Specialty Coffee
Transparency Colloquium. Many coffee
roasters, importers and exporters from
around the world attended the event. In a
series of focused table conversations,
participants talked about “Best Practices
in Supply Chain Transparency”, “Best
Practices for Transparency Reporting”,
the “Data-Backed Transaction Guide” and
“Connecting Better Prices to Community
Impacts”.

During these days the importance of price transparency related to several topics was
discussed, including how technology like Beyco could be used as a tool for buyers to
generate more transparency. And Beyco can confirm the data that is sent to the specialty
coffee transaction guide, confirming those transactions and giving credibility to the data.
Beyco could also support buyers in having all their contracts and data in one place, stored
in a safe environment and easy to share.

The event was very interesting for us and gave us more insight on how traders and
roasters look at ways to make the trade more transparent. We are very pleased to have
been invited to such an important movement for the coffee industry and are happy to
contribute to the price transparency discussion.
Read more about the specialty coffee transparency guide at: www.transactionguide.coffee
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#connectingfarmers

DYNAMIC AGRO-FORESTRY IN BOLIVIA
BY RIANNE VAN DER BOM, PROCLIMATE PROGRAM MANAGER
In the beginning of June, I was in Sapecho, Alto Beni,
Bolivia, participating in a Dynamic Agro-Forestry
course organised by the Ecotop Consult company. As
Progreso we are quite worried about the low coffee
prices and the fact that the farmers and cooperatives
we support are highly dependent on coffee/cocoa
sales to support their families. That is why I ventured
out in search of new production systems that could
provide farmers with a diversified income, and that
can withstand the effects of climate change.
Dynamic agroforestry (also known as syntropic agroforestry) is a system based on the
natural succession of plants and trees, the same way it happens in nature. It is a very dynamic
production system that includes a high-density combination of various species: the main
crop (coffee, cocoa etc.), diversification crops (beans, fruits, spices, nuts etc.), biomass crops
(leguminous trees, ground cover plants etc.) and timber trees. Through timely pruning, many
crops can grow and produce under shade and therefore can be combined.
I have seen very interesting techniques and have had to let go of some ‘facts’ that I was
taught during my agronomy studies. I am sure that this production system can help the
coffee and cocoa farmers in obtaining a more stable and diversified income, while also
improving their soils and dealing with climate change.
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MONITORING VISITS IN PERU
BY YASMIN CORDOVA, LATIN AMERICA PROGRAM MANAGER
At the beginning of June, Rianne and I visited Peruvian producer organizations from our project
portfolio and explored potential ideas with new producer organizations.

In the north of Peru, I visited Rutas del Inca, a producer organization located in the district of
Querocoto, department of Cajamarca. We developed an organizational strengthening and
governance module for the technical team and board of directors. This workshop allowed the
technical team to develop an efficient execution plan for all its activities and for the board of
directors to strengthen its social base, considering the rights and duties of the members within
the cooperative.

Then, together we flew to the jungle of Peru, and the first region we visited was Pucallpa. We
travelled to San Alejandro, a community located 2 hours from the city, to visit another producer
organization: the San Alejandro Cocoa Cooperative. The visit was meant to assess the progress
of the initial activities agreed upon, as well as the investment in the implementation of two
drying patios, which will allow the members to properly dry the cocoa beans and maintain the
quality controls required by their clients.
The last stop was the region of San Martin. We went to the city of Moyobamba to meet with old
partners: the San Martin Group. It is currently made up of 4 cooperatives: Adisa, Capema,
Frutos de Selva and Aproeco. These coffee producer organizations are the most representative
in the region and have come together to work as a team. They seek to generate a greater impact
with a solid commercial strategy, which Progreso is helping them to define by guiding them
through this process.
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#connectingcoffee&cocoa #connectingmarkets #connectingfarmers

